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　　Abstract　　To autom atically detect and analyze the surface change in the urban area f rom mult i-temporal SAR images , an algorithm
of tw o-threshold expectation maximum (EM)and Markov random f ield(M RF)is developed.Dif ference of the SAR images demonst rates

variation of back scat tering caused by the su rface change all over the image pixels.Tw o th resholds are obtained by the EM iterat ive process

and categorized to three classes:enhanced scat tering , reduced scattering and unchanged regimes.Init ializing f rom the EM result , the iter-
ated condi tional modes(ICM)algorithm of the MRF is then used to analyze the detection of contexture change in the urban area.As an

example , tw o images of the ERS-2 SAR in 1996 and 2002 over the Shanghai City are studied.

　　Keywords:　multi-temporal SAR , two threshold EM , MRF , change detection in Shanghai.

　　The development of the urban areas is a great

topic fo r human civilization in this century.Change of
the urban area such as the buildings , roads , green-
belts , bo tanic ecology , water body , population mi-
g ration , and local climate etc.need to be accurately

assessed.Multi-temporal observat ions of space-borne
remote sensing provide the fast and practical technical

means to survey and assess such vast changes.One of
the direct applications is to detect and classify the

change info rmation of the terrain surfaces
[ 1～ 6]

.The
advance of the synthetic aperture radar (SAR)im-
agery technology during the latest twenty years , such
as SIR-C SAR , ERS-1 , 2 , RADARSAT , has provid-
ed all weather image data w ith a high-resolution over

many years.It is of g reat help to accurately retrieve

the information due to the terrain surface changes.

It would be too dif ficult to make manual and in-
tuitive assessment for huge amounts of mult i-temporal
image data over a vast area.Such assessment based on
qualitative gray-level analysis cannot be accurate and

might lose some important information.How to auto-
matically detect and analy ze the change information of

the terrain surfaces has been a key issue in remote

sensing.There are usually tw o methods:the super-
vised and unsupervised approaches.The fo rmer needs
a mass of multi-temporal ground truth data for the

t raining samples of classification procedure.The lat-
ter performs the change detection by making a direct

comparison of the multi-temporal remote sensing im-
ages w ithout relying on any addi tional info rmation.
Our paper adopts the unsupervised approach.

Rigno t et al.[ 1] worked on change detection f rom

the dif ference of two SAR images.Singh[ 2] per-
formed the statist ical analysis of the change vector of

inf rared mult i-channel data for surface change detec-
tion.In spite of the relative simplicity and widespread

application , these methods are no t able to make auto-
matic and non-heuristic analysis.In fact , empirical or
manual t rial-and-erro r procedures to make the thresh-
olds for the image difference might lose the reliability

and accuracy .

Based on the Bayes theory and M arkov model ,
Bruzzone and Prieto[ 3] proposed the Expectat ion

M aximum (EM) algorithm and Markov Random

Field(MRF)analysis.Tw o classes , changed and un-
changed regimes , are classified.However , their ap-
proach has not been validated by using real SAR ob-
servations.Moreover , the so-called changed might

have different meaning s.For example , the backscat-
tering is reduced when the area of roughly dist ributed

building s becomes a f lat grassland , o r vice versa , and
the backscattering is increased when the f lat surface



turns to a g roup of buildings or many trees.One
±db change in backscat tering might contain different
contents.

In this paper , a tw o-threshold EM and MRF al-
go rithm is developed to detect the change of backscat-
tering enhanced , unchanged and reduced regimes

from the SAR dif ference image.Two ERS-2 SAR

images in 1996 and 2002 over Shanghai city are ana-
lyzed.The results w ell illustrate the change of the

Shanghai area during the years.It might propose that
the multi-threshold EM and MRF analysis is tractable

w hen multi-polarization , multi-channels , multi-sen-
sors , and multi-tempo ral image data become avail-
able.

1　The EM algorithm

Consider tw o co-registered images X 1 and X 2

w ith size I ×J at two different times(t 1 , t 2).Their
difference image is X =(X 2 -X 1).Let X be a ran-
dom variable representing the value of I ×J pixels in

X D={X(i , j),1≤i≤I ,1≤j≤J}.

The change detection and analysis for the differ-
ence image is usually to distinguish tw o opposite

classes:unchanged class ωn and changed class ωc.
The probability densi ty function p(X)of the pixel

v alue in the difference image XD was modeled as a

mixture dist ribution of two density components asso-
ciated w ith ωn and ωc , i.e.
p(X)=p(X |ωn)P(ωn)+p(X |ωc)P(ωc),

(1)
where P(ωn), P(ωc)of the classes ωn and ωc are
the a priori probabilit ies.p(X ωk)(k =n , c)is the
conditional probability density functions.The unsu-
pervised estimations of p (X  ωn), p(X  ωc),
P(ωn)and P(ωc)can be performed by the expecta-
tion maximum (EM)algo rithm[ 3] .The discussion in

this session follow s Ref.[ 3] as a basis of the EM al-
go rithm.

The EM algo rithm is a general approach to max-
imum likelihood(ML)estimation fo r incomplete data
problems[ 7 ～ 11] .It consists of an expectation step and

a max imization step.The expectation step is comput-
ed with respect to the unknown underlying variable

using the estimates of the parameters condi tioned by

observat ions.The maximizat ion step provides new es-
timates of the parameters.Assume that both

p(X ωn)and p(X ωc)are modeled by Gaussian

distributions.The density function associated with

the class ωn is described by the mean μn and the vari-

ance σ
2
n , and the densi ty function associated w ith the

class ωc is described by μc and σ
2
c.It can be proved

that the equations fo r estimating the statistical param-
eters and the a priori probability for the class ωn are
the follow ing[ 3 , 10] :

P
t+1(ωn)=

∑
X(i , j)∈X

D

P
t(ωn)p

t(X(i , j)|ωn)
p
t(X(i , j))

IJ
,

(2)

μ
t+1
n =

∑
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D

P
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p t(X(i , j))
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(4)
where the superscripts t and t+1 denote the current

and next iterations.

Analogously , these equations can also be used to

estimate the a prio ri probability , the mean and the

variation of the conditional probability density func-
tion for the class ωc.

The estimates are computed starting f rom the

initial values by iterating the above equations until

convergence.It can be proved that the estimated pa-
rameters provide an increase in the log-likelihood
function L(θ)=lnp(XD θ)af ter each iteration ,

where θ={P(ωn), P(ωc), μn , μc , σ
2
n , σ

2
c}.At con-

vergence , a local maximum of the log-likelihood func-
tion is reached[ 8 ,9] .

The initial value of the estimated parameters can

be obtained by the analysis of the histog ram of the

difference image.A pixel subset Sn likely belonging

to ωn and a pixel subset Sc likely belonging to ωc can
be obtained by selecting two thresholds T n and Tc on

the histog ram.We express Tn and T c as T =
MD(1-γ)and T =MD(1+γ), where MD is the

mean value of h(X)(i.e.MD =[ max{XD}+
min{XD}] /2), γ∈(0 ,1)is a parameter that defines
the range around MD in w hich the pixels cannot be

easily identified.

Tw o subsets Sn ={X(i , j) X(i , j)<T n}and
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S c={X(i , j) X(i , j)>Tc}are used to compute

the initial estimates associated wi th tw o classes ωn
and ωc , respectively.

Under the assumption of interpixels indepen-
dence and acco rding to the Bayes rule for minimum

error , each pixel X(i , j)in the dif ference image XD

should be assigned to the class ωk that maximizes the
posterior conditional probability , i.e.

ωk =arg max
ω
i
∈{ω

n
, ω
c
}
{P(ωi|X(i , j))}

= argmax
ω
i
∈{ω

n
, ω
c
}
{P(ωi)p(X(i , j))|ωi)}.(5)

This is equivalent to solving the ML boundary

T 0 for the two classes ωn and ωc on the difference im-
age.The optional threshold T 0 requires

P(ωc)
P(ωn)

=
p(X |ωn)
p(X |ωc)

. (6)

Under the assumption of Gaussian distribution , Eq.
(6)yields

(σ
2
n -σ

2
c)T

2
0 +2(μnσ

2
c -μcσ

2
n)T 0 +μcσ

2
n

　　-μnσ
2
c -2σ

2
nσ

2
c ln

σcP(ωn)
σnP(ωc)

=0 , (7)

then T 0 is obtained.

2　Two-threshold EM

The pixel values of SAR image represent the e-
cho power (backscattering σ

0
)of the radar observa-

tion.The difference image (i.e.X =σ
0
D =σ

0
2-σ

0
1)

can show where the backscattering is enhanced

(σ
0
D>0), unchanged(σ

0
D ≈0)or reduced(σ

0
D<0).

This classification is applicable to information re-
trieval of the terrain surface changes.We classify the

pixels of the difference image into three classes:σ
0
D-

enhanced ωc1 , σ
0
D-unchanged ωn and σ

0
D-reduced

ωc2 , i.e.three subsets of pixels w ith σ
0
D>0 , around

0 and σ
0
D <0 respectively.

Thus , the probability density function p(X)of

X D is modeled as a mixture density distribution con-

sisting of three components:
p(X)=p(X |ωc1)P(ωc1)+p(X |ωn)P(ωn)

+p(X |ωc2)P(ωc2). (8)

We first obtain T 01 by applying the EM algo-
rithm to the enhanced class ωc1 and non-enhanced
class ωn 1(ωn and ωc2).Then , we obtain T 02 by ap-
plying the EM to the reduced class ωc2 and non-re-
duced class ωn2(ωn and ωc1), where ωn1=ωn ∪ ωc2 ,

ωn 2=ωn ∪ ωc1.Finally , the tw o results are super-

posed to get the final classif icat ion.

Fig.1.　T he histogram of the dif ference image.(a)The his-

t ogram of the difference image and th resholds , (b)the normalized

histogram for 3 classes f rom real diff erence image data.

In Fig.1(a), the subset S n1 likely belonging to

the class ωn1 and the subset Sc1 likely belonging to

class ωc1 are obtained by applying two thresholds T n1

and T c1 in the enhanced regime (X ≥0)of the his-
tog ram h(X).T n1 and T c1 are expressed as Tn1 =
MD1(1-γ)and Tn 1=MD1(1+γ), where MD1 is

the mean value of the enhanced regime in h(X)(i.
e.MD1=[ max{XD}/2] ).

Analogously , the subset S n2 likely belonging to

the class ωn2 and the subset S n2 likely belonging to

the class ωc2 are obtained in the reduced regime(X <
0)in the h(X), where MD1 =[ min{XD}/2] .In
this paper , γ=0.5 is chosen.

Fig.1(b)show s the gray scale histog ram of the

difference image(which is shown as Fig.5)f rom the

ERS-2 SAR image data around the Yan Zhong g reen-
belt of Shanghai dow ntow n.Three classes of the

probability distributions are outlined in this figure.
The histogram is normalized in accordance wi th the

probability density dist ributions.
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We first derive the initial statistical parameters

of the subsets of S n1 ={X(i , j) 0<X(i , j)<
T n1}, Sc1={X(i , j) X(i , j)>Tc1}, and then de-
rive the parameters of Sn2={X(i , j) T n2<X(i , j)
<0}, S c2 ={X(i , j) X(i , j)<Tc2}.The initial

statistical parameters are related to the classes ωn1 ,
ωc1 and the classes ωn2 , ωc2 , respect ively .

Then , Eqs.(2 ～ 4)are sequentially used to per-
form the iterations on the four classes , i.e.the a pri-
ori probabili ty and o ther statistical parameters

[ P(ωn1), μn1 , σ
2
n1] , [ P(ωc1), μc1 , σ

2
c1] , [ P(ωn2),

μn2 , σ
2
n2] and [ P(ωc2), μc2 , σ

2
c2] .The thresholds

T 01 and T 02 are solved f rom Eq.(7).

3　The spatial-contextual classification based
on MRF

As Bruzzone and Prieto discussed[ 3] in the MRF

approach , the pixels of the image are spatially corre-
lated , i.e.a pixel belonging to the class ωk is likely to
be surrounded by the pixels belonging to the same

class.To take account of spat ial contex ture may yield

more reliable and accurate change detection.

Let the set C={Cl , 1 ≤l ≤L}represent the

possible sets of the labels in the difference image ,
where Cl={C l(i , j),1≤i≤I ,1≤j≤J}, Cl(i , j)

∈{ωc1 , ωc2 , ωn}, L =3
IJ
, I , J is the height and

w idth of dif ference image respectively.

According to the Bayes rule fo r minimum error ,
the classification result should maximize the posterio r

conditional probability ,
Ck=arg max

C
l
∈ C
{P(C l|XD)}

=arg max
C
l
∈ C
{P(C l)p(XD |Cl)}, (9)

where XD is the difference image , P(Cl)the prior

model for the class labels , and p(XD Cl)the joint

density function of the pixel v alues in the dif ference

image given the set of labels Cl.The solution of Eq.
(9) requires the MRF approach to estimate both

P(C l)and p(XD Cl).

In order to fo rmulate the problem by using the

MRF , it is necessary to int roduce the concept of a

spatial neighborhood system defined by N.Consider-
ing a pixel(i , j), i ts neighborhood can be expressed

by

N(i , j)={(i , j)+(ν, ζ),(ν, ζ)∈ N},
(10)

in this paper , N{(±1 ,0),(0 , ±1),(1 , ±1),(-1 ,
±1)}, i.e.the neighborhood of one pixel is com-
posed of the eight pixels surrounding it.

Let Cl(i , j)represent the class label of (i , j),
ClN represent the class labels of the neighborhood pix-

els of(i , j), and Cl (i , j)represent the class labels of
the pixels in the difference image except(i , j).If we
take Cl as an MRF , Cl has two properties as follow s:

P(Cl)>0 , 　 Cl(i , j)∈{ωc1 , ωc2 , ωn},

(11)
P(Cl(i , j Cl (i , j))=P(C l(i , j) ClN).(12)

The second-o rder neighbo rhood system and

cliques are show n in Fig .2.

1 2 3
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Fig.2.　The second-order neighborhood system and cliques.(a)Second-order neighborhood system ,(b)single-pixel clique L1 and its w eight α,

(c)tw o-pixel clique L 2 and it s w eight β.

　　Cliques refer to the connected sub-g raph of

neighboring pixels including the center pixel in the

neighborhood system.In this paper , only single-pixel
and tw o-pixel cliques are considered.As shown in

Fig.2 (b , c), the sing le-pixel clique has one form ,
and the tw o-pixel clique has four forms , the mathe-

matical expressions are respectively

L 1 =(i , j),
L 2={{(i , j),(g , h)} (g , h)∈ N i(i , j)}.

According to the Hammersley-Clifford theorem ,
MRF is equivalent to Gibbs dist ribution.Therefore ,
the conditional probability of the class label of (i , j)
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g iven the pixel labels elsew here is expressed as[ 3]

P(Cl(i , j)|{Cl(g , h),(g , h)≠(i , j)})

　=P(Cl(i , j)|{Cl(g , h),(g , h)∈ N(i , j)})

　=
1
Z
exp[ -U(C l(i , j)

　　|{Cl(g , h),(g , h)∈ N(i , j)})] , (13)

where U(·)is the Gibbs energ y function , and Z the

normalizing factor ,

Z = ∑
(g , h)∈{(i , j)∪ N(i , j)}

exp[ -U(C l(i , j)

|{Cl(g , h)})] , (14)

U(C l|XD)= ∑
1≤i≤I
∑

1≤j≤J
U(Cl(i , j)|Cl|(i , j), XD)

= ∑
1≤i≤I
∑

1≤j≤J
U(Cl(i , j)|ClN , XD).

(15)
In the Gaussian case ,
U(Cl(i , j)|ClN , XD)

　　=
1
2
ln |2πσ

2
C
l
(i , j)|+

(X(i , j)-μC
l
(i , j))

2

2σ
2
C
l
(i , j)

　　　+v 1(Cl(i , j))

　　　+ ∑
(g , h)∈N(i , j)

v 2(Cl(i , j), Cl(g , h)), (16)

where

v 1(Cl(i , j))=α, 　(i , j)∈ L 1 , (17)

here αis the weight value of sing le-pixel clique , and
w e assume α=0.
v 2(Cl(i , j), C l(g , h))

　 =
-β , C l(i , j)= Cl(g , h),{(i , j),(g , h)}∈ L 2 ,
β , C l(i , j)≠ Cl(g , h),{(i , j),(g , h)}∈ L 2 ,

(18)
where β is the w eight v alue of two-pixel clique ,
0.7<β<1.5 , in our calculat ion β=1.0.

According to Eq.(9)the generation of the f inal

change-detection map involves the labeling of all the

pixels in the dif ference image so that the posterio r

probability is maximized.In terms of M arkov mod-
els , this is equivalent to the minimization of the fol-
lowing energy function[ 3] ,

U(Cl|XD)= ∑
1≤i≤I
∑

1≤j≤J
[ UI(X(i , j)/ Cl(i , j))

+U C(Cl(i , j)/{C l(g , h),(g , h)∈ N(i , j)}]),
(19)

where UC(·)describes the inter-pixel class depen-
dence , which is given by the last tw o terms in Eq.
(16).U I(·)represents the energy function under

the assumption of conditional independences , as de-
f ined by the first tw o terms in Eq.(16).

UI(X(i , j)/Cl(i , j))=
1
2 ln |2πσ

2
C
l
(i , j)|

　　+
1
2
(X(i , j)-μC

l
(i , j))

2[ σ
2
C
l
(i , j)]

-1 ,(20)

where σ
2
C
l
(i , j)∈{σ

2
c1 , σ

2
c2 , σ

2
n}, μCl(i , j)∈{μc1 , μc2 ,

μn}have been obtained by the EM algorithm.

Generally , the solution of Eq.(19)requires an

iterat ive algo rithm (e.g.the simulated annealing al-
gori thm).In this paper , we employ the ICM alg o-
rithm[ 13] which has been proved computationally eco-
nomical and fast convergent to a local minimum of the

energy function.The mathematical expression of

ICM algori thm can be w rit ten as

Cl =ICM(α, β , μC
l
(i , j), σ

2
C
l
(i , j), XD , C l0),

(21)
where Cl 0 is the initial value of Cl.

Cl is obtained by the follow ing steps:

(i)Obtain C l0 by the EM algorithm , and ini tial-
ize Cl w ith Cl 0.

(ii)Calculate new Cl(i , j)that minimizes the

energy function in Eq.(19).

(iii) Repeat step (ii) until convergence is

reached.

The convergence condit ion of ICM algori thm is

either iterat ive cycles exceeding 30 or less than IJ/
20 pixels change.The details of ICM algo rithm can

be found in Ref.[ 13] .

4　Example for ERS-2 SAR data

Fig.3.　ERS-2 SAR image on June 4 , 1996 , Shanghai.

Figs.3 and 4 present two image data of ERS-2
SAR on June 4 , 1996 and April 9 , 2002 over Shang-
hai , China , respectively .The image resolution is

12.5m×12.5m.The images have been co-regis-
tered , and the noise is simply reduced by apply ing a

mean filtering (3×3 w indow size).The image size

given in Figs.3 and 4 is 580 px×980 px.Fig.5
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shows the difference image.

Fig.4.　ERS-2 SAR image on April 9 , 2002 , Shanghai.

Fig.5.　The difference image.

The white pixels of Fig.5 indicate enhanced

scat tering and the black one reduced backscat tering.
It will not be easy and automatic to detect or classify

the surface change.

We apply the EM algo rithm to the difference im-
age to iterat ively obtain the a prior probability and

o ther statistical parameters.Iterative process of the

first class is show n in Fig.6(a)～ (c), and the itera-
tion of the second class is very similar.

Two thresholds , T 01 and T 02 , for surface

change detection are then computed.In our example ,
i t yields T 01=0.946×10

-4 , T 02=-1.013×10
-4

(the maximum σ
0
D max =5.202×104 and the mini-

mum σ
0
D min=-3.381×10

-4).

Fig .7 show s the change detection by utilizing

the EM algorithm.The white pixels indicate the en-
hanced area , the black pixels show the reduced

places , and the gray area means no change.This re-
sult is significant ly dif ferent f rom the original differ-
ence image.

Fig .8 show s the spat ial-contextual change based

on the MRF-ICM algo rithm.Comparing with Fig.7 ,
i t can be seen that the pixels of the same class are

more merged and the number of isolated pixels re-
duces greatly.

Fig.6.　The parameters at each iteration(γ=0.5).

Fig.7.　Change detect ion using the tw o-threshold EM.
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　　 In Fig .8 , The black areas marked by the odd

number (1 , 3 , 5)are the σ0-reduced areas , and the

w hite areas marked by the even number(2 , 4)are the
σ
0
-enhanced areas.For example , the area 1 is the Lu

Jia Zui g reenbelt , the area 3 is the Pu Dong Park ,
and the area 5 is the Yan Zhong g reenbelt , where the
flat g reen surface caused less scattering.But , the area
2 is the commercial center at Lu Jia Zui , where there

are many different buildings causing more elect romag-
netic w ave double-ref lect ion and enhancing scatter-
ing.Area 4 is the location of the new buildings of In-
ternat ional Exhibition Center of Shanghai.Areas 1 ～
5 are new ly rebuilt after 1996 and are w ell show n in

the change detection of the data of 1996 ～ 2002.
Overlaying Fig.8 to the ci ty map can distinct ly show

these change locations.

Fig.8.　Change detect ion using the ICM algorithm based on M RF.

5　Conclusions

A tw o-threshold EM and ICM-MRF algori thm is

developed fo r automatic detection and analy sis of the

urban area changes from multi-temporal SAR images.
The approach makes an automatic analy sis fo r the dif-
ference image wi thout any empirical estimation and

manual interference.Tw o thresholds for classification

of three regimes:σ
0
D-enhanced , unchanged and re-

duced areas , are obtained by using the EM iterative

algori thm .To take into account the spatial contextual

change , the ICM algo rithm based on the MRF and

the EM initial results is developed.An example is

studied for tw o ERS-2 SAR image data of 1996 and

2002 over Shanghai , China.The results are encour-
aging to illust rate the change during the years 1996 ～
2002.It can be proposed that multi-threshold EM-
MRF from multi-channels , multi-polarization , multi-
senso rs temporal SAR images can be tractable to sur-
face change detection , and more useful info rmation of

the surface change can be ret rieved.
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